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Abstract: Serious Games (SGs) could be enriched with collaborative learning techniques, an approach
that has the potential to increase the players’ gaming and learning experience. However, the design
of Multiplayer Serious Games (MSGs) with science content needs to be facilitated with methods and
tools that provide coherent designs. This research proposes a methodology that employs the design
technique of personas to effectively describe the multiplayer design patterns and the game narrative
according to the content of a science school book and, at the same time, balancing the educational
and the entertaining character of a SG. We evaluated the suggested methodology with two groups of
professionals who were assigned with the task to design a MSG, integrating the same educational
content according to the suggested methodology. The designs were qualitatively examined, confirming the potential of the Multiplayer Serious Game Methodology (MSGM) to facilitate the science
content integration. We expect that the MSGM could assist groups of professionals, such as teachers
and developers to create coherent MSG designs.
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1. Introduction

Chorianopoulos, K. Designing

Cooperative learning in science classes encourages students to work in small groups
towards a common learning goal, providing the social context for active learning through
connections among facts, concepts, and ideas [1,2]. On the other hand, multiplayer games
facilitate attitudes, such as connection, cooperation, presence, and enjoyment among
participants [3], promoting a different viewpoint in the context of Computer-Supported
Collaborative Learning [4]. Therefore, Multiplayer Serious Games (MSGs) blend the
potential of Serious Games (SGs) with collaborative learning techniques, an approach that
has the aptitude to increase the experience within the context of Game-Based Learning
and to solve some practical problems of the collaborative work, such as to regulate and
evaluate student performance [5]. However, the design of MSGs with science content is a
challenging process that needs to be supported in various ways. Design patterns have been
identified, providing a common language of communication between stakeholders [6,7]
and frameworks have been proposed [8] to be used in the game design and development
process. The Mechanics Dynamics Aesthetics (MDA) framework suggests an iterative
series of steps; to determine the desired gameplay, to design the appropriate mechanics
and to achieve the desired results through playtesting [9]. While the MDA framework can
be employed for the design of digital games for entertainment, the integration of serious
content is not supported. On the other hand, some models and frameworks focus on the
“serious content” integration. The Learning Mechanics—Gaming Mechanics (LM-GM)
Model is one such example that provides a graphical representation of the game flow
to build the relationships between the pedagogical components [10]. The LM-GM is an
effective but general model that supports not only the design but also the analysis and the
assessment of SGs. However, the specific needs of Science Education and the representation
of the multiplayer component are not sufficiently supported by the current frameworks.
Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) approaches, such as personas could be employed
for the development of engaging multiplayer learning experiences [11] or the writing
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of realistic roles and behaviors for game players [12]. Our aim is to apply the utility of
personas to focus the design on the multiple play behaviors that may occur in MSGs with a
particular orientation towards science content.
This study suggests a methodology to assist the design of MSGs in the context of
Science Education, facilitating and motivating the collaborative work of professionals, such
as content experts, game designers, and developers. We employed the Activity Theorybased Model of Serious Games (ATMSG), a conceptual framework that does not focus
on the requirements of the development process, to represent a series of game elements,
inspired by the adventure games and Role-Playing Games (RPGs), as well as the way
that those elements contribute to the achievement of the educational goals [13]. The
resulting gaming, learning, and instructional activities were our guide to construct the
MSG’s personas and to describe their roles and play behaviors. Finally, the narrative
design was guided by the content of the Chemistry school book [14]. We evaluated the
suggested methodology with two groups of professionals who designed an MSG, following
the suggested methodology. We qualitatively assessed the two game designs, regarding
the use of the methodology’s building blocks.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to assist groups of professionals who collaborate
to design MSGs with science content. We suggested a methodology that focuses the design
on the various play behaviors that exist in MSGs, balancing at the same time its educational
and entertaining parameters. Furthermore, we hope to stimulate more research concerning
the enrichment of the suggested methodology with more perspectives that support several
needs and expectations of science classes.
2. Related Work
SGs, such as simulations, have been widely used in the context of Science Education.
Such games provide students with the chance to develop intuitive understandings of
abstract phenomena by manipulating the interactive variables of physical systems [15],
e.g., by using a gliding simulator based on real-world physics law [16]. However, in-game
experiences beyond the simulation gameplay employ different interactions to occur when
players follow the predefined rules and structures [17], providing alternative educational
tools to be used in science classes. Although a game is mostly a particular form of play [18],
a good story could be also used, providing players with strong motivation. Narrative has a
prominent role in game genres, such as Role-Playing Games (RPGs) and adventure games.
At the same time, the narrative provides an excellent opportunity to integrate the content
of a school book with science content in the virtual world.
2.1. Employing Game Activities to Describe the Narrative of Serious Games with Science Content
Adventure games and RPGs strongly rely on the implementation of a good story that
could trigger and maintain student motivation. The first adventure games used only text
to set the game-scene, tell the story, and challenge players with puzzles and riddles [18].
Text adventures evolved to the graphical ones which employ a graphical environment
with various Non-Playable Characters (NPCs) for players to interact with. Graphical
adventures also rely on a strong storyline while their gameplay provides the player with
the first-person perspective of problem-solving that includes puzzles and riddles that
advance the game plot. Graphical adventure games or just adventure games facilitate
the presentation of the learning content in a structured and guided way, but they are
particularly constraining structures that must narrate good stories [19,20]. On the other
hand, RPGs also contain a story but in a free form as players are assigned with quests or
missions, and therefore they must overcome obstacles, which rarely have a puzzle form.
Players need to use skills, spells, abilities, and equipment that are acquired as the game
progresses. This character’s growth is necessary for players to overcome the obstacles and
fulfill their quest. On the contrary, paper RPGs are not based on a pre-established storyline
as players meet each other and play their character roles for years, creating stories that
can be emotionally powerful and personally meaningful [18,19]. The adventure games
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fulfill their quest. On the contrary, paper RPGs are not based on a pre-established storyline
as players meet each other and play their character roles for years, creating stories that
can be emotionally powerful and personally meaningful [18,19]. The adventure games
narrative element could be used to integrate the content of a science book in a serious
narrative element could be used to integrate the content of a science book in a serious
game but, nevertheless, the potential of the paper RPG stories could be of great interest in
game but, nevertheless, the potential of the paper RPG stories could be of great interest in
designing SGs with science content (See Figure 1).
designing SGs with science content (See Figure 1).
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Additioncollaborative gameplay could be based on the players’ complementary skills, such as
ally, to the decision regarding the game’s multiplayer form, designers need to consider
issues, such as the number of players, persistence, matchmaking, speed and flow, players’
communication, social issues, and more [24]. Nevertheless, the collaborative gameplay
could be supported by employing characters with different roles and abilities that need
coordination and good decision-making skills and by involving difficult problems that
force players to work together to solve them [25].
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There are several efforts towards collaborative serious games design. Andreoli et al. (2017) [26]
presented the FRACH framework for conceiving, designing, and evaluating collaborative
Serious Games in cultural heritage. Ontological engineering has been suggested to represent collaborative learning activities [27] and taxonomies have been suggested, concerning
the opportunities and risks in the context of Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing
Games [28]. Othlinghaus-Wulhorst (2020) [29] proposed a conceptual and technical framework to design serious role-playing games for the training of specific social skills in virtual
2D learning environments, involving chatbots in dialog-centric settings. However, the
existed frameworks/models do not focus on the needs and the special features of science
learning. Moreover, some of them involve many technical details that do not support the
collaborative work of professionals with different goals and backgrounds. Raybourn (2007)
employed the HCI technique of personas to write realistic roles for the game players. We
argue that personas could be used to clearly describe the multiple play behaviors that occur
in MSGs with science content. Therefore, the second research question of the study is:
RQ2: Does the design technique of personas has the potential to facilitate the design
of MSGs with science content?
3. The Multiplayer Serious Games Methodology in the Context of Science Education
The purpose of this study is to provide a useful methodology for the integration of
science content in the gameplay mechanics of multiplayer games. MSGs’ design needs
several decisions to be taken regarding the necessary building blocks. As a start, the
gameplay mechanics must be defined to determine what the players can do and what
they cannot do in the virtual world. The Multiplayer Serious Game Methodology (MSGM)
suggests that the players’ interactions could be rather influenced by the adventure games
and the RPG genres. The narrative element which is a strong element of the adventure
games genre will not let unexpected issues occur during the learning process [18]. Therefore,
the storyline will unfold within a virtual world that consists of a series of tile-based maps
for Playable Characters (PCs) to move in and explore. PCs could interact with the various
NPCs who speak to them by bringing up a panel with text, informing and guiding them
while sometimes involving a selecting choice function [30]. PCs, through this interaction,
understand and obtain the necessary information to progress the game, performing various
activities that can be individual, cooperative, or collaborative.
The individual activities are performed by one single player who is challenged to solve
a riddle or a problem, etc., in order to acquire a skill or/and an item (See Figure 2a). On
the other hand, in the cooperative activities, the whole game party participates, meaning
that all players are in the same place and watch the same event. In this cooperative mode,
any PC can interact with an NPC, but all players are informed by reading the relevant
texts, getting instructions, and sometimes answering questions. In the same way, any
party member can decide to perform an assigned task but still, the other players watch the
activity (See Figure 2b).
On the other hand, collaborative activities are based on the skills/items that each
player individually gains during challenges. Those items and skills are stored in the
player’s inventory. A navigation menu opens the inventory menu which can be used by a
player to see his/her own skills, items, and other statistics. Therefore, collaboration could
be achieved when a challenge requires all players to use their individual skills or/and
items. An example of applying collaborative gameplay is the RPG turn-based combat
system. Those combats occur in separate interfaces through selections from a navigation
menu [28]. The successful participation in a battle could be tightly connected to the skills
that players individually have acquired. Therefore, the game party can defeat an enemy
only if each player applies his/her own skills by choosing them from his/her personal
inventory, ensuring the collaborative character of the game (See Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Examples on Cooperative and Individual Activities of MSGs (a) Harold on the left is
balancing the copper oxidation equation to be rewarded with the copper oxidation skill while
Therese on the right screen is assigned to individually balance the sulfur oxidation equation and
acquire the sulfur oxidation skill (b) The game party is guided by an NPC to perform the experiments and observe their results, in a free form.
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cially,
the learners,
introductory
chemistry curriculum is quite hard as many students have diffiAlthough
the
of activitiesworld
couldof
beobservations
extended andwith
enriched,
the MSGMworld
identifies
culty connecting theset
macroscopic
the microscopic
of
five
activities
that
include
a
gaming/learning/instructional
perspective,
describing
at the
atoms and molecules. Therefore, science classes usually apply practices that emphasize
same
time thethrough
action that
occurs,
the tool,
and the
Those activities
are related
this
connection
carefully
chosen
examples
[38],goal.
empowering
science learning
andto
experiments
performance
(puzzles
solution),
riddles
solution,
problems
solving
(puzzles
providing an excellent opportunity for the game designer to connect the content with missolution),
content presentation, and missions that support the observation of scientific
sions’
assignments.
phenomena, ending with combats (See Table 1).
The ATMSG conceptual framework [13] will be employed to detailed describe the
activities that occur in the virtual world. The gaming activities share the same subject and
tool as the learning activities. In particular, the player and the student (subjects) use the
serious game (tool) but for distinct reasons. A player wants to have fun while a student
might aspire to fulfill the course requirements. The instructional activities also share the
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Table 1. Game Activities.
Gaming
Action
Tool

Players interact with items of the
virtual world to perform tasks and to
observe reactions
Avatars which move in a 2D virtual
world that contains items

Goal

Puzzle solution

Action

Players solve riddles.

Tool

Goal

Action

Tool

Goal

Action

Tool

Goal

Action

Tool

Goal

The character activates the
multiple-choice riddle and answers,
using a navigation menu.
Riddles solution and game plot
advancement or character evolution,
and special skills acquirement to be
used in battles

Learning

Instructional

Students perform and
observe experiments

NPCs guide students to
perform experiments.

Educational content (text
and images)
Experiments performance and
observation, hypotheses
testing, conclusions

Encouragement, guidance, rewarding,
and summarizing results

Students answer multiple-choice
questions based on previous
knowledge and observations.

NPCs challenge players with a
multiple-choice riddle, commenting
on their choices, and concluding.
Challenging players, providing
written choices, and
constructive feedback

The multiple-choice question and
the auxiliary text

Learning through the
scientific method

Content repetition and
understanding

Recalling previous knowledge,
empowerment with repetition, and
knowledge transfer

Players solve puzzles to advance the
game plot or/and to acquire skills
A special area that is activated by the
character, written instructions,
navigation menu with choices,
feedback through auxiliary text
Puzzles solution, character evolution,
and special skills acquirement to be
used in battles

Students solve problems, such as
chemical equations balancing

Challenging player, providing
auxiliary texts and feedback

The problem, auxiliary text,
and feedback

Challenging, guiding, giving
feedback, encouragement,
concluding results

Understanding and
practicing content

Recalling previous content, practice
in the chemical equations’ balancing

Players explore the virtual world and
interact with NPCs to get information
and guidance
Characters move in the 2D virtual
world and interact with NPCs,
written info and instructions, items

Students are presented with the
educational content and
get instructions

NPCs present educational content
and guide players

The educational content (text
and images)

Encouraging and motivating

Game plot advancement

Content understanding

Motivating students, empowerment
with repetition, and knowledge
transfer through meaningful
connections

Players move in the virtual world to
complete their mission and defeat
their enemy, using their skills/items
Characters move in the 2D virtual
world, NPCs, items, written
information and guidance, combat
area navigation menu

Students observe phenomena
related to the acquired
knowledge, using examples

NPCs present content and guide
players to observe, test hypotheses,
and conclude

The educational content and
instructions

Motivating, Encouraging

Content understanding

Motivating, knowledge transfer
through connections with
related phenomena.

Mission completion and
combat challenge.

The next step is the game personas construction to illustrate the complexity of MSGs
with science content. Personas are hypothetical archetypes that are used to identify the
needs, objectives, and characteristics of a single user in a scenario. This technique facilitates
designers to focus the goals on specific attributes [39]. We argue that the concept of personas
offers us an excellent opportunity to focus the design on the different perspectives of MSGs,
such as the educational, the gaming, and the multiplayer ones.
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Table 2. Multiplayer Serious Game Personas.
Name
Name

Name
In-Game
In-Game Master
Master

In-Game Master

Role
Role

Role

Description
Description

Description

The
to
specific
goals,
according
to
book of
The NPCs
NPCs guide
guide students
students
to achieve
achieve
specific learning
learning
goals,specific
according
to the
the school
school
of ChemisChemisThe NPCs
guide students
to achieve
learning
goals,book
according
to
Teacher
Teacher Teacher
try.
try. book of Chemistry.
the school

The NPCs respond to players’ interaction, giving them information,

In-Game
MasThe
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interaction,
giving
them
information,
guiding
them,
challenging
them
In-GameIn-Game
MasThe NPCs
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challengingthem
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Master
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the
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designthe
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4.1. Setting
4.1. Setting
For the needs of the evaluation process, we asked two groups of professionals (teacher,

For developer)
the needs to
ofdesign
the evaluation
process,
weeducational
asked twogoals
groups
designer,
an MSG based
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and of
theprofessionals
educational
(teacher,
developer)
design
based
on are
the 14
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of designer,
the Chemistry
studenttobook
[14]an
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student
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whoexamples
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and
(See
Table
3).to balance the relevant chemical equations based on the school book’s educational
content
(Seesuggested
Table 3). gaming, learning, and instructional activities were also availThe
MSGM’s
able to the professionals. In the beginning, all participants were informed of the purpose
and the needs of the study. Afterwards, the science teachers described each educational
personas’ narrative, using the suggested activities. In the following step, the game designers added the gaming personas’ narrative. The next step was a synthesis of the educational
and the gaming personas’ narrative by the game designers, ending in the final game design.
A game developer studied the game designs, commenting on the game implementation
(See Figure 6).

Table 3. Educational Content.
Title

Content

The copper oxide
We put a copper wire on the fire. When we remove the wire from the fire, we find that a black substance has formed
Multimodal Technol. Interact. 2021, 5, 8on the surface of the wire. This is the copper oxide. (2Cu + O2 → 2CuO).
experiment

The sulfur dioxide
experiment

We place some sulfur powder in a porcelain capsule. We transfer it to the fume hob, and we ignite it. Sulfur burns with
a blue flame. The gas produced is sulfur dioxide. (S + O2 → SO2)

Oxidations

Almost all elements react with oxygen and form chemical compounds, the oxides. These reactions belong to a large
Title of chemical reactions, the oxidations.
Content
category
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Table 4. Demographic
Participants Demographic
Table 4. Participants
Information. Information.
Males
Males
Females
Females
N
N
Mean Age
Mean Age
SD Age
SD Age
Mean Experience
Mean Experience
SD Experience

SD Experience

Group
Group
1 1
3
3
0
0
3
3
42.33
42.33
8.737
8.737
7
7
4.359
4.359

Group 2 Group 2
2
2
1
1
3
3
38.53
38.53
9.452
9.452
7.67
7.67
8.327

8.327

Each group consisted of one science teacher, one game designer, and one developer
Each group consisted of one science teacher, one game designer, and one developer
with experience in the development of SGs. The science teachers were one male and one
with experience in the development of SGs. The science teachers were one male and
one female with bachelor’s degrees and more than 10 years of teaching experience in
science classes. Teachers had no previous experience in playing video games. The game
designers and the game developer were males with game design/development experience
of 1–4 years. They all had a master’s degree and one of them had additionally a doctorate. They were all game players, and they used to spend time playing video games for
entertainment, such as real-time strategy games, action games, MMORPGs, and more.
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4.3. Measures and Data Analysis
This study suggests the MSGM to assist groups of professionals to design MSGs with
science content in a practical and easy-to-use way, avoiding potential misunderstandings
and confusions. We asked the two groups of professionals to design a game about the
oxidations, according to a given set of educational goals and content as well as a set of
available gaming, learning, and instructional activities. We provided them with an empty
form to be completed [40]. We investigated the methodology’s ability to guide the design
of MSGs with science content by qualitatively examining the two game designs which
integrate the same educational content. We performed a deductive content analysis [41],
examining the MSGM’s building blocks present in the two game designs (See Table 5).
Table 5. Coding Schema.
Building Blocks

Coding Rules

Examples

Educational Goals

Yes, if the educational goals are fulfilled
or explanatory comments in the opposite
case

“The game party perform the copper
oxidation experiment, observing the
reaction of a copper item on
fire”/“Harold balances the copper
oxidation equation”

Educational Content

Yes, if all the educational content of the
Chemistry Book is used or explanatory
comments in the opposite case

Content presentation

Yes or no, depending on the existence of
content presentations by the NPCs

“The NPC informs players that all
elements react with oxygen and form
chemical compounds, the oxides”.

Experiments performance and
observation

The number of players’ reactions with
items to observe the results

“A PC puts a copper item on a fire”

Riddles solving

The number of riddles that must be
answered based on previous knowledge
and/or observations

“An NPC assigns the game party with a
riddle related to the copper oxidation
observation to be solved”

Puzzles solving

The number of puzzles to be solved

“An NPC assigns Harold to balance the
equation of the copper oxidation”

Examples to connect the content with
“real-world” observations

The number of examples that connect the
content with observations in the real
world and their description.

“The heroes lost a key made of copper.
They found it among the ashes, but its
color has changed”

Cooperation

Yes or no, depending on the presence of
the game party persona, as it is described
in the MSGM

“The game party observes the copper
oxidation experiment; one of the players
finds a copper item and takes it to the
fire.”

Collaboration

Yes or no, depending on the existence of
the PCs personas who acquire
skills/items to be complimentarily used
from the game party to complete the
mission

“Harold is rewarded with the copper
oxidation skill, Therese is rewarded with
the sulfur oxidation skill, and Marsha is
rewarded with the iron oxidation skill,
after balancing the corresponding
chemical equations. All skills are
required to eliminate the chimera”

Mission

Description of missions that are
connected to the narrative or no if no
missions are included.

“The heroes need to find the enemy and
eliminate her power to claim an item.”

Narrative

Yes or no depending on the presence of a
certain structure based on the educational
content to be covered and the educational
examples.

“Experiments performance and
observation—riddles solution—equations
balancing—mission to be completed”
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At first, we checked the game designs whether the educational goals were fulfilled
and the educational content from the Chemistry school book was used. Then, we checked
if the professionals used the suggested learning and instructional activities to integrate the
content, combining them with the corresponding gaming ones. Therefore, we labeled the
five MSGM activities and checked their presence in the game designs: content presentation,
experiment performance and observation, riddle-solving, puzzle-solving, and examples to
connect the content with real-world observations. Another important point was to check
the use of the cooperative and the collaborative patterns. Finally, we checked the use of
the suggested examples in the assigned missions and the applied storyline to motivate
the players.
5. Results
Two groups of professionals worked together to design an MSG about oxidations,
according to the content of the Chemistry school book [14]. Each game design was based
on the MSGM, describing in detail the sequence of events (narrative) that will occur in the
virtual world for each game persona.
The first game introduces players with a problem, motivating them to play; the
surroundings of a village are seriously damaged by the phenomenon of acidification due
to the dragon’s breath. The farmer explains to the three heroes the problem they are facing
and proposes a solution. He is assigning them with the mission to find the dragon’s cave
and eliminate him to save the village and the surrounding area. Therefore, the narrative
has a significant role in the game, and it is cleverly combined with the educational goals
and content of the school book. However, the teacher decided not to include the iron
oxidation example and equation. Instead, he proposed three examples to be used by the
designer to connect the educational content with phenomena of everyday life, such as the
phenomenon of acidification, and more (See Table 5). The designer used those examples
to make the game scenario according to the suggested by the MSGM gaming elements,
such as exploration, puzzles and riddles solution, mission assignment, interaction with
objects, and skills acquisition. An important issue is the implementation of the multiplayer
design patterns. Players are assigned riddles and puzzles to be solved individually. The
players’ effort was rewarded with items while each item has a unique and significant
role in the mission completion. Therefore, the collaborative pattern is guaranteed in the
game. Moreover, the players also participate in several learning and gaming activities, in
a cooperative way. Finally, a developer checked the game design and considered that it
could be developed with a game engine. We argue that the professionals of the first group
successfully applied the MSGM’s building blocks.
The second game design also introduces the players with a problem; the heroes are
captured by two goblins and must escape to save their lives. The heroes are trying to
confuse the goblins, starting a conversation about oxidations. The starting point for their
conversation is the yellowed leaves on the ground as well as a rusty iron piece, which are
both oxidation examples that can be observed during the heroes’ walk in the forest. The
group is trying to ignore the goblins while at the same time they are trying to pay attention
to their tutor. The narrative assigns players with individual puzzles (equations) that award
them with items. Those items are used to complete their mission to escape from the goblins,
supporting the group’s collaboration. The rest of the educational content is also presented
in a cooperative mode by tutor’s presentations and comments, experiments observations
through the characters’ interaction with various items, and equations’ balancing. Finally,
content understanding is also supported by riddles that need the combination of players’
observations with previous knowledge in a cooperative mode. The narrative of this game
follows the Chemistry School book’s structure. Finally, a developer also checked the game
design and considered that it could be developed. The professionals of the second group
successfully applied the MSGM, using the suggestions of the building blocks (See Table 6).
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Table 6. Implementation of the Design Methodology in Case Study 1.
Building Blocks

Group 1
√

Group 2
√

The chemical equation for the iron oxidation is
not included
√

√
√

2

2

Educational goals
Educational content
Content Presentation by NPCs
Experiments performance
and observation
Riddles solution
Equations solution (puzzles)

Examples to connect the
content with real
world observations

(3)

Collaborative design pattern
Mission
Narrative

5
2
A copper wire that is not all
covered with plastic
The smell near the
smell springs
The phenomenon of
acidification and its influence
on
√ the ancient ruins

Players must save the village and the
surroundings from√the dragon’s breath

2
3

(2)

The chlorophyll oxidation
The iron oxidation in
the forest

√
Players must escape from the goblins to save
their√lives

6. Discussion
SG design is a challenging process that aims to provide learners with educational
tools which have the potential to get them to learn and master something that is long
and challenging, in an entertaining way [42]. The aim of this work is to suggest and
evaluate a methodology that could assist the design of MSGs in the context of Science
Education, facilitating and motivating the collaborative work of professionals, such as
teachers, game designers, and game developers. The evaluation process involved two
groups of professionals who designed an MSG about oxidations, using the appropriate
educational content from the Chemistry school book for students who are 14 years old.
6.1. Employing Game Activities to Describe the Narrative of Serious Games with Science Content
The narrative has a defining role in the design of adventure games, prompting players
to solve problems under the guidance of the various NPCs in order to advance the game
plot [15]. Both game designs present the content, prompt players to perform and observe
the experiments that are described in the Chemistry school book, and balance the related
chemical equations. For each experiment, both student groups are assigned riddles to be
answered based on their observations and their prior knowledge. The multiple-choice
questions are similar in both games with small differences for the wrong choices. The
educational content was integrated according to the educational goals, using the MSGM
game activities. The developer expert considered that the game designs have no potential
technical issues for the game development process.
Although both game designs connected the educational content with observations in
the real world, assigning players with missions to complete, there were some differences.
The teacher of the first group provided more examples to connect the content with realworld observations. That was used by the game designer to give the game a richer context
and narrative. In particular, the PCs were assigned with the task to explore new maps and
to find items, observing phenomena and answering more riddles. Such a strong narrative
theme has the potential to enrich and empower student learning in the virtual world [38].
The second designer was provided with two examples and extra content presentation
suggestions by the teacher. Although he used those examples, placing the event in the
forest and giving the NPC the chance to speak about chlorophyll and iron oxidations, he
gave a more active character to the SG. He employed the content presentation activities
as a technique used by the NPC not only to provide players with useful information
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according to their observations but also to confuse the goblins which were bothering and
even threatening the PCs.
Teachers of both groups employed game activities and the technique of personas to
promote science learning, focusing on the educational perspective. They also suggested
appropriate examples that facilitate content understanding, giving game designers the
opportunity to design the MSG’s missions. Finally, the game activities supported game
designers to integrate the educational content in particular gameplay mechanics, inspired
by the adventure games and the RPGs, such as riddles and puzzles solution, character
evolution, mission assignment, and more. Therefore, the MSGM activities supported
professionals’ effort to collaborate, designing MSGs that facilitate scientific learning in an
entertaining way.
6.2. Employing the Multiplayer Component in the Context of Science Education
Multiplayer educational games have the potential to increase learning gains and
student engagement compared to individual learning game experiences [5]. The two game
designs successfully applied the cooperative and collaborative modes, according to the
suggestions of the MSGM. Both game designs ended in the description of five personas, the
in-game master persona, the game party persona, and three more personas, one for each
PC. The use of personas to describe the role and the behavior of the game party facilitated
the implementation of the cooperative mode in both game designs. This cooperative
character supports peer learning but in a freer form. More notably, the clear description of
the skills/items that each PC individually acquires supported the collaborative character
of the game designs. Although the RPG turn-based battle system was not employed, in
both game designs, the game party can complete the assigned mission only if each player
uses the items that they individually have gained, during his/her navigation in the game
world. Therefore, we argue that the MSGM and the design technique of personas have the
potential to facilitate the cooperative and collaborative character of MSGs.
The game activities of the MSGM were based on the ATMSG conceptual framework
and the needs of Science Education, facilitating the science content integration in gameplay
mechanics inspired by the adventure games and the RPGs, according to the educational
goals. Moreover, the design technique of personas was successfully applied to define the
individual behavior of each PC and the behavior of the game party, clearly describing the
multiplayer design patterns.
The MSGM was based on the game designs that the groups of professionals made.
Therefore, the study’s data are freely available, avoiding any threats of interpretation
validity. However, to carry out the MSGM evaluation, we were based on introductory
chemistry content for students who are 14 years old. Therefore, the evaluation is limited
regarding the age of the learners and the type of integrated science content. Although the
MSGM promotes the integration of science methods, such as hypothesis development, data
interpretation, problem-solving, building from existing cognitive structures [34,35], and
bridges the experiences between the classroom and the outside world [43], further research
should be conducted regarding the integration of more types of science content, such as
physics that is addressed to different student ages. Another limitation of the study is that
only one of the professionals who participated in the study was female. Although we tried
to include more females in the evaluation process, we did not manage to succeed in gender
diversity. More notably, the game designers were limited by the teachers’ decisions and
maybe by their own gaming preferences. Such limitations could be dealt by providing
more constraints to the number of examples that will be used to connect the content with
real-world observations and the available time.
Finally, the overall picture of the MSGM evaluation should be completed by considering the game development process too while the produced games must also be evaluated
with students and their teachers, assessing parameters, such as student performance and social interactions, while valuable information could be gathered by the opinion of educators
and course designers.
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7. Conclusions
This study suggests a methodology to be used by professionals, such as content
experts, course designers and game designers who work together to design MSGs in the
context of Science Education. The multiplayer character and the narrative are facilitated
by the design technique of personas while the learning and instructional activities that
occur in science classes are connected to a series of gaming activities, inspired by adventure
games and RPGs.
We argue that the MSGM has the potential to support the collaborative work of professionals with different backgrounds, goals, and needs, giving them a common language
to communicate with. Therefore, MSGM could be considered as an effective design tool
that facilitates the collaborative design of MSGs with science content, enriching science
classes with alternative learning settings. Such efforts blend the entertaining character of
video games with collaborative learning techniques that engage small groups of students
to work together toward a common goal.
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